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Abstract—A new method for the characterization of the sea
clutter in high-frequency surface wave radars is presented. The
method is applied for the bistatic and the monostatic case. This
method is based on the discretization of the sea surface in multi-
ple patches. The fields diffracted by each patch are determined.
Subsequently, the voltage that the diffracted fields induce on the
receiving antenna is calculated. The sum of the voltages induced by
all the patches is the sea clutter to be characterized. The fields
diffracted by the sea patches are characterized in the form of
field charts on a Huygens surface surrounding each patch. Field
charts are modeled by analytical expressions. The current induced
on the receiving antenna by the diffracted fields is calculated by
means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. The feasibility of the
method of characterization of the sea clutter is verified by means
of the characterization of the fields diffracted by a single patch.
The calculation of the induced current is done using the diffracted
fields that are reconstructed from the analytical expressions that
model them. It is also verified that the transmitting and receiving
antenna can be replaced by plane wave sources, in order to simplify
the calculations of the radiated fields that take part in the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem. As a validation of the proposed method, the
Doppler spectrum of a moving sea surface is calculated for the
monostatic case.

Index Terms—Diffracted fields, high-frequency surface wave
radars (HFSWR), Huygens surface, Lorentz reciprocity theorem,
scattering, sea clutter, sea surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR the maritime surveillance of the Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) of France, up to distances of 370 km from the

coasts, high-frequency surface wave radars (HFSWR) are used
[1]. The high-frequency (HF) band is chosen for these radars
because at this frequency band, the radio range is greater. Nev-
ertheless, in HF, the interference due to the sea clutter is greater
as well. Hence, it is important to appropriately characterize the
magnitude of the sea clutter. In the literature, the characterization
of the sea clutter has been done through the calculation of the
radar cross section (RCS) of the sea surface. To do it, statistical
and analytical methods have been employed.
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Among the statistical methods, we find the one developed
by Barrick for monostatic case [2]–[4]. Then, this method was
extended by Gill to the bistatic case [5]–[7]. In the method
developed by Gill, first- and second-order RCS of the sea are
considered. The first-order RCS is due to in-phase backscat-
tering by Bragg waves. The second-order RCS appears due to
the following two causes: in-phase backscattering by nonlinear
waves of second order and two consecutive diffractions that lead
to in-phase backscattering. The calculation of the second-order
RCS has a high computational cost for finite sizes of the sea
patch.

In [8]–[10], the power density of the RCS is calculated. Then,
this power density must be converted to voltage at the terminals
of the receiving antenna to obtain the sea clutter. In this article,
the complex value of the voltage is directly computed from the
fields diffracted by the sea surface. That is to say that we keep
the phase information in our approach, which is not possible if
the RCS is directly computed. Additionally, in the mentioned
references, a statistical approach is used, in which the analysis
of the RCS is divided into first and second order. In the current
article, both orders are considered through the global analysis
of the diffracted fields. The sea surface in [8]–[10] is considered
of small height and slope, which limits the application to a little
rough sea. On the contrary, the procedure proposed in this article
can be applied to a sea surface with any degree of agitation
because it does not make assumptions about the geometry of the
surface (height and slope). In such a case, the only limitation
comes from the sea model (Jonswap in the present case) that has
to be modified for high level of agitation.

Among the analytical methods, we find the Kirchhoff approx-
imation, the small perturbation method (SPM), the two scale
method (TSM), and the small slope approximation (SSA). For
all these methods, geometrical and physical characterization of
the sea surface is required. The geometrical characterization is
done by means of the height spectrum and the slope probability.
The physical characterization is given by the permittivity and
permeability of the sea medium [11], [12].

The Kirchhoff approximation [13]–[15], also known as tan-
gent plane approximation, consists of considering the rough
surface at any point as a plane tangent to that point. Therefore,
this method can be applied under the following conditions: the
mean curvature radius of the surface is greater than the incident
wavelength and the surface has large roughness. The Kirchhoff
approximation becomes less accurate as the angle of incidence
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approaches grazing incidence. This is due to the shadowing of
the incident wave because of the roughness of the surface.

When the roughness is small, the SPM is applied [14], [16],
[17]. The SPM makes the formulation of the scattering prob-
lem as a boundary value problem based on partial differential
equations. Through this formulation, it is possible to find the
electric field as the sum of plane waves. Unlike the Kirchhoff
approximation, the surface is no longer modeled as tangent
planes at any point. This is possible because the SPM can only be
applied in cases of small surface roughness, that is, low variation
in the surface height and small slopes of the surface. The surface
roughness is expanded in Fourier series and the field is found as
the sum of the contributions of this expansion’s components.

Since the Kirchhoff approximation is applicable on surfaces
with large roughness and the SPM on surfaces with small
roughness, it is desirable to find a method that can be applied
for surfaces with large and small roughness, like those found in
reality. These methods are TSM and SSA. The TSM [18]–[20]
handles the large and small roughness by using two kinds of
coordinate bases: several local bases for the small roughness
and a global basis for the large roughness. The global basis is
independent of the surface, while the local bases are dependent
on it, since the z-direction of these bases coincides with the
normal to the surface. The RCS for the small roughness is
calculated by means of the SPM at the local bases. Then, all
the RCS calculated in the local bases are projected on the global
basis to obtain the final result. The global RCS is obtained by
averaging the local RCSs over the surface slope probability.
The TSM differentiates between a surface with large and small
roughness by means of an arbitrary parameter. For this reason,
the SSA arises, to make the transition between the two roughness
scales in a smoother way.

The SSA [21]–[23] integrates the Kirchhoff approximation
and the SPM without differentiating between large and small
heights of the rough surface, but requiring the surface slope
to be sufficiently small, which is true in many practical cases,
including the case of the sea surface. In this way, the application
range of the SPM is extended to surfaces with larger heights with
small slope. When the slope is small, the scattering amplitude
can be calculated by means of an asymptotic expansion in
the surface slope parameter. After calculating the scattering
amplitude, the value of the diffracted field can be determined.
However, the SSA requires the slope parameter to be smaller
than the grazing angle of the incident and diffracted waves [12],
that is, the precision of the method decreases as the angle of the
incident and diffracted waves increases.

As previously mentioned, our interest is the characterization
of the sea clutter. The methods described in the previous para-
graphs characterize the sea clutter by means of the calculation
of the RCS, which is a parameter in terms of power or |E|2,
from which the phase of the field cannot be recovered. The way
in which we characterize the sea clutter requires the value in
magnitude and phase of the diffracted E and H fields, in order
to calculate the current induced in the receiving antenna, by
the sum of the fields diffracted by all the sea patches in which
the sea surface is divided. The SSA offers a way to calculate the
diffracted field from the scattering amplitude. However, due to
the decrease in the accuracy of the method as the incident and

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the sea patches distribution with three
trajectories of the incoming and outgoing signals.

diffracted angle approaches the grazing angle, the SSA is not
practical for the case of an HFSWR, in which the incident and
diffracted waves propagate in grazing angles.

In Section II, the general procedure to characterize the sea
clutter from the currents induced in the receiving antenna is
presented. The way in which the induced current is calcu-
lated from the fields diffracted by each sea patch, through the
Lorentz reciprocity theorem [24], is explained. In this section,
the modeling by means of analytical expressions of the diffracted
field charts around each patch is also discussed. Section III
presents the results that validate the calculation principle of the
induced current from the field charts reconstructed by using the
analytical expressions of the model. The possibility of replacing
transmitting and receiving antennas by plane wave sources is
also validated, by verifying that the induced current result is
not altered. This is necessary to simplify the calculation of the
fields required in the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. To validate
the computation procedure of the induced voltage on the receiv-
ing antenna, the Doppler spectrum of a moving sea surface is
calculated. This spectrum is obtained as the Fourier transform
of the time evolution of the induced voltage. The Bragg ray of
the Doppler spectrum is obtained at the theoretically predicted
frequency. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in
Section IV.

II. METHOD

An alternative method to determine the sea clutter on the
receiving antenna of an HFSWR system is proposed. To apply
the proposed method, the sea surface must be discretized into
patches with dimensions in the order of a few wavelengths. The
sea clutter will be determined from the sum of the complex value
of the voltages induced by each individual patch. A scheme
representing the arrangement of the patches and the trajectories
of the incoming and outgoing signals is presented in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, three trajectories of the incoming and outgoing
signals are shown by the way of an example. The incoming
signal goes from the transmitting antenna (Tx) to the sea patch,
while the outgoing signal goes from the patch to the receiving
antenna (Rx). The trajectories shown in Fig. 1 correspond to
the patches numbered 1, 8, and 12 and are associated to the
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voltages U1, U8, and U12 induced on the receiving antenna. The
sea clutter is obtained by summing the voltages Ui induced by
all the patches on the receiving antenna.

The angles of the incoming and the outgoing trajectories
are independently controlled. This allows the computation of
the sea clutter for the monostatic and the bistatic case. For
the monostatic case, both angles are made equal, while for the
bistatic case, the angles are different.

The proposed method to determine the sea clutter will be
applied to an HFSWR system aimed at maritime surveillance
within the EEZ of France, which extends to distances of 370 km
from the coasts. Therefore, a typical surveillance area of the
radar has an area of 300 km×1 km. As mentioned previously, the
sea patches have extension of a few wavelengths (λ). If patches
of 100 m× 100 m are used, which corresponds to an extension of
5λ× 5λ at 15 MHz, the number of patches required to discretize
the surveillance area would be 30 000. This large number of
patches makes it necessarily an efficient method to calculate the
voltage induced by each patch.

To obtain the voltage Ui induced by each patch, the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem will be applied, as presented in the next sec-
tion. By means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, the voltage
Ui is computed from the electromagnetic fields observed in a
surface surrounding the sea patch, known as Huygens surface
[25]. These fields are of two types: diffracted fields, with the
receiving antenna in reception mode, and incident fields, with
the receiving antenna in emission mode. The diffracted fields
are due to the diffraction phenomenon occurring on the surface
of the sea patch, while the incident fields are independent of this
phenomenon. In reality, the incident fields on a given patch also
include fields diffracted by neighboring patches. However, for
the characterization of a single patch, it can be assumed that the
patches that surround it are completely flat and do not produce
diffracted fields. This does not affect the precision of the method,
since at the moment of considering all the sea patches together,
the calculation of the incident field on each patch will be made by
means of the parabolic equation [26], which takes into account
the propagation effects and the fields diffracted by the neighbor-
ing patches. In this way, the authors will consider two different
propagation effects: propagation attenuation in the paths be-
tween the emitting antenna and the patch, and between the patch
and the receiving antenna, as well as the diffraction of each patch.

The system parameters that mainly affect the value of the
fields on the Huygens surface are the following:

1) Frequency of the wave: It affects both diffracted and
incident fields.

2) Sea state: specified, for example, in the Beaufort scale
[27], it affects only the diffracted fields.

3) Angle of the incoming trajectory: It affects the diffracted
fields.

4) Angle of the outgoing trajectory: It affects the incident
fields.

5) Distance between the patch and the antennas: It affects
both diffracted and incident fields.

The principle of the proposed method is the determination of
the voltage Ui induced by any patch, from the characterization
of one single patch, for different values of the previously listed
system parameters.

The characterization of these parameters is done as indicated
in the following.

1) To consider the distance and the profile of the sea surface
between the patch and the antennas, the parabolic equation
[26] is used. This equation considers the phenomena of
propagation and diffraction of electromagnetic waves,
thus allowing the calculation of the electric field in the
center of each patch, for a given value of the input field
at the terminals of the transmitting antenna. Then, the
antennas are replaced by plane wave sources with electric
field amplitude of 1 V/m. The fields on the Huygens
surface originated by the plane waves are multiplied by
the electric field in the center of each patch.

2) For a given frequency and sea state, several simulations are
done for different values of the angles of the incoming and
the outgoing trajectories. For each angle of the incoming
trajectory, a set of diffracted fields is obtained on the
Huygens surface. Then, this set of diffracted fields is
combined with the incident fields calculated for each value
of the angle of the outgoing trajectory. This combination
of diffracted and incident fields is done according to the
Lorentz reciprocity theorem, as explained in the following
section.

To be able to compute the voltage induced by any patch, from
the characterization of one single patch, many simulations are
required, for different combinations of the system parameters.
Since the induced voltage is computed from the fields on the
Huygens surface by means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem,
the problem is reduced to get a way to predict the shape of the
fields on the Huygens surface for different values of the system
parameters. To do this, the field distribution on the Huygens sur-
face is approximated by means of analytical expressions. Then,
the variation of each coefficient of these analytical expressions
must be found as a function of the system parameters. In this
way, the voltages induced by all the sea patches can be obtained
and added to give rise to the sea clutter.

This article presents the method to approximate the fields
on the Huygens surface by means of analytical expressions and
the way in which the fields reconstructed from these expressions
allow to calculate, with an acceptable error, the value of the volt-
age induced on the receiving antenna, by means of the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem. Additionally, it is shown that the antennas
can be replaced by plane wave sources to simplify the analysis
and that the Doppler spectrum can be obtained from the time
evolution of the induced voltage.

Next, the Lorentz reciprocity theorem is described, as it is the
basic element for the calculation of the voltage induced on the
receiving antenna from the fields on the Huygens surface.

A. Lorentz Reciprocity Theorem

To determine the induced voltage at the port of the receiving
antenna (U rec

a ) from the electromagnetic fields diffracted by the
sea patch, the Lorentz reciprocity theorem is applied [24]. To
do this, the structure presented in Fig. 2 is simulated in the
electromagnetic simulation software Altair FEKO.

The transmitting and the receiving antennas are implemented
as monopoles of length λ/4, where λ= 20 m is the wavelength at
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Fig. 2. Simulated structure including the transmitting antenna (Tx), the re-
ceiving antenna (Rx), and the sea patch.

15 MHz. The sea patch is centered on the origin of the coordinate
system. The distance between each antenna and the origin is
500 m. The transmitting antenna is located at an azimuth angle
of φi, while the azimuth angle of the receiving antenna is −φi.
A perfect electric ground plane covers the entire region under
the monopoles and the patch so that, in the simulation, the patch
and its image are considered [27].

The patch extends along the x- and y-directions with the sea
height in the z-direction. The dimensions of the patch in the x–y
plane are 100 m × 100 m. For simulation efficiency, the media
used for the patch is perfect electric conductor. The sea height,
h(x, y), is taken as that of a sinusoidal surface invariant in the y
direction, with period λv = λ/2, given by

h (x, y) = A sin

(
2πx

λv

)
+ 3

A

2
. (1)

The amplitude A of the sinusoidal surface in (1) is chosen to
be 2.0125 m to represent the significant height of the sea state
given by the scale 5 of Beaufort [27]. The constant level of 3A/2
is added in (1) to make all height values positive. It is required
to form the surface image at the other side of the ground plane.

To reduce the effects of the patch borders on the diffraction
phenomenon, these have been smoothed by multiplying the
sea height by the sine squared and cosine squared functions
presented in (2) and (3). The multiplication is done on the 1-D
sea profiles in the x- and y-directions.

In (2) and (3), r is the distance in x- or y-directions, ltrans is
the distance used to do the transition at both ends of the patch,
rini is the initial point of the patch, and rfin is the final point of
it. By multiplying the patch by the functions in (2) and (3), a
zero height value is obtained at the ends of the patch, as shown
in Fig. 3.

The sea patch is surrounded by a Huygens surface S, where
the electromagnetic fields are stored. In this case, the Huygens
surface is constituted by the five faces of a box that are not in
contact with the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 4. The edges of
this box are located at λ/20 = 1 m from the patch ends in the x–y
plane, which makes the box to measure 102 m × 102 m in this
plane. In the z-direction, the height of the box is 12 m. According
to (1), the maximum patch height is 5.0313 m, then, the edge
of the box in the z-direction is located at 6.9687 m from the
maximum patch height. The electromagnetic fields are stored on
the Huygens surface, in the nodes of the discretization grid given
by the following spatial steps: Δx = 0.9902 m, Δy = 0.9902 m,

Fig. 3. Sea patch with smooth borders to get a value of zero height at the ends.

Fig. 4. Huygens surface surrounding the sea patch.

and Δz = 0.3 m, which corresponds to 104 observation points
in x, 104 in y, and 41 in z.

sin2 (r) =

{
sin2

(
π
2

(
r−rini

ltrans

))
, rini ≤ r ≤ rini + ltrans

1, rini + ltrans < r ≤ rfin
(2)

cos2(r) =

{
1, rini ≤ r < rfin − ltrans

cos2
(
π
2

(
r−(rfin−ltrans)

ltrans

))
, rfin − ltrans ≤ r ≤ rfin.

(3)

The Lorentz reciprocity theorem is based on two states of
the receiving antenna: the state of reception and the state of
emission. In the state of reception, the transmitting antenna emits
energy and the fields diffracted by the sea patch are stored in
the surface S. In the state of emission, the sea patch is removed
from the simulated geometry, the receiving antenna emits energy
and the incident fields are stored in the surface S. The Lorentz
reciprocity theorem is given by

U rec
a = − ZinZL

U emi
a (Zin + ZL)

×
(∑

mesh

n̂× �Hrec
c · �Eemi

c Δs−
∑
mesh

−n̂× �Erec
c · �Hemi

c Δs

)

(4)

where
U rec
a induced voltage at the receiving antenna in reception

mode;
Zin input impedance of the receiving antenna in emission

mode;
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Fig. 5. Induced current at the receiving antenna for incidence angleφi = 30◦.
(a) Magnitude. (b) Phase.

ZL load impedance of the receiving antenna in reception
mode;

U emi
a excitation voltage of the receiving antenna in emission

mode;
n̂ inward unit normal vector;
�Hrec
c magnetic field on the Huygens surface in reception

mode;
�Eemi
c electric field on the Huygens surface in emission mode;

Δs area of the discretization cell on the Huygens surface;
�Erec
c electric field on the Huygens surface in reception mode;

�Hemi
c : magnetic field on the Huygens surface in emission

mode.

The induced voltage at the receiving antenna, U rec
a , is com-

puted by means of (4) and the induced current Ireca is obtained
as U rec

a /ZL. To validate the results obtained from the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem, these are compared with the induced current
directly computed by FEKO. This comparison is presented in
Fig. 5, where the induced current obtained from the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem is compared with that computed by FEKO.
The current in Fig. 5 corresponds to an angle of incidence
φi = 30◦ and is computed for 20 linearly spaced frequencies
between 9 and 20 MHz. The magnitude of the current in Fig. 5(a)
is presented in dBA to better observe the agreement between the
two results.

TABLE I
FIELD COMPONENTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE CALCULATION OF THE

INDUCED VOLTAGE

The current computed from the Lorentz reciprocity theorem
is in good agreement with the reference value given by FEKO,
in magnitude and phase, for all the frequencies presented in
Fig. 5. The two curves overlap almost in all frequencies. In
this way, the method to compute the induced current by means
of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem has been validated and can
be used to compute this current from the electromagnetic field
distribution obtained in the Huygens surface.

B. Interpolation of Field Charts

To determine the sea clutter, we start from the voltage in-
duced at the receiving antenna by one single patch. Then, the
contributions of the other patches will be added. As stated in
the previous section, the induced voltage is computed from the
electromagnetic field distribution in the Huygens surface, or
field charts, by means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. As
explained in the previous section and illustrated in Fig. 4, the
Huygens surface consists of five faces of a box surrounding the
sea patch. According to (4), only the tangential components of
the fields are used in each of these faces to compute the induced
voltage. In Fig. 4, it is seen that these faces are aligned with the
coordinate axes, then, we will name these surfaces as follows.

1) yz_front: Front face, in the y–z plane.
2) yz_back: Back face, in the y–z plane.
3) xz_right: Right side face, in the x–z plane.
4) xz_left: Left side face, in the x–z plane.
5) xy_top: Top face, in the x–y plane.
The transmitting antenna is a monopole λ/4 oriented in the

z-direction, then, the radiated electric field is polarized in the
z-direction, while the magnetic field is polarized in the x–y
plane. This allows formulating the hypothesis that on each
face of the Huygens surface, the dominant field components
are those aligned with the fields radiated by the monopole
and the other field components, that we call secondary field
components, are not significant when calculating the voltage
induced at the receiving antenna. The list of the field components
that contribute to the calculation of the induced voltage by means
of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem (4), classified in dominant
and secondary field components, for each face of the Huygens
surface is presented in Table I.

In the face xy_top even the field componentsEx andEy , which
are not aligned with the Ez field radiated by the monopole,
are significant. This is because the Ez component does not
contribute to the induced voltage in this face, since this is not a
tangential component.
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Fig. 6. Magnitude of the induced current with and without consideration of
secondary components, for incidence angle φi = 30◦.

To validate the hypothesis about the insignificance of sec-
ondary components, the magnitude of the induced current at the
receiving antenna was computed with and without consideration
of these components. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, it is seen that the two curves overlap. Then, the
magnitude of the induced current is the same with and with-
out consideration of secondary components. This confirms the
hypothesis that secondary components can be neglected.

After neglecting the secondary components, and according
to Table I, to compute the induced voltage only two field
components are required in the four lateral faces: yz_front,
yz_back, xz_right, and xz_left, while in the top face, four field
components are required. These components are the ones that
must be interpolated in each of the faces in order to calculate the
induced voltage. The procedure of interpolation is described in
the following for the four lateral faces and the top face.

1) Interpolation in the Four Lateral Faces: As stated previ-
ously, two field components must be interpolated in each lateral
face (see Table I). This means that, four field charts must be
interpolated in each face, since there is a real and an imaginary
part for each field component.

The field charts of the lateral faces present sinusoidal variation
in the longitudinal direction (x- or y-direction) and a monotoni-
cally decreasing variation in the vertical direction (z-direction).
Thus, field variation can be independently interpolated in the
longitudinal and vertical direction. Finally, these two indepen-
dent interpolations are multiplied point by point to obtain the
interpolation in the 2-D lateral face.

a) Interpolation in the longitudinal direction (x- or y-
direction): The longitudinal field profile to be interpolated is
taken at z = 1 m. This is because the sinusoidal variation is
clearer near the ground plane (z= 0 m). The sinusoidal variation
is approximated by the function pl(ξ) in (5), where ξ represents
the variable x or y, depending on whether the face is in the x–z
or y–z plane, respectively.

pl (ξ) = a1 sin (k1ξ + φ1) + a2 sin (k2ξ + φ2) . (5)

There are six coefficients to be determined in (5) in order to
fit the field profile: a1, k1, φ1, a2, k2, and φ2. These coefficients
are initially determined by means of a Fourier transform of the

field profile. The highest two peaks of the Fourier transform
are taken to extract from them the value of the six coefficients.
Then, an optimization process is run on these coefficients to
better fit the field profile. In this case, the best fitting of the field
profile was achieved by optimizing the value of the following
two coefficients.

1) Phase of the first sine function: φ1.
2) Phase of the second sine function: φ2.

b) Interpolation in the vertical direction (z-direction):
The field profile to be interpolated is taken at the value of the
longitudinal variable (x or y), where the longitudinal field profile
is maximum. The decreasing variation is approximated by the
second-degree polynomial, pv(z), as

pv (z) = c2z
2 + c1z + c0. (6)

The three coefficients c0, c1, and c2 in (6) are determined by
means of the polynomial fitting function “polyfit” of the software
MATLAB.

c) Interpolation in the lateral face: The interpolation in
the lateral face, plat(ξ, z), is done by multiplying point by point
the interpolation in the longitudinal direction by the interpolation
in the vertical direction, as stated in the following equation:

plat (ξ, z) = pl (ξ) pv (z) . (7)

An example of interpolation in a lateral face is presented in
the following. The example is done for the real part of the Hy

component, in the yz_front face, at a frequency of 15.37 MHz
and an angle of incidence φi = 30◦.

The interpolation in the longitudinal and the vertical direction
are presented in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively.

In Fig. 7(a), the interpolation in the longitudinal direction
presents a good agreement with the original profile in terms of
period and phase. The discrepancies in amplitude are tolerable
since they do not significantly affect the value of the voltage
induced on the receiving antenna. In Fig. 7(b), it is observed that
a second-degree polynomial adequately predicts the variation
of the field in the vertical direction. To fit exactly the field
profile, a higher degree polynomial could be used, however,
for the simplicity of the interpolation model, a second-degree
polynomial is more convenient.

After obtaining the interpolation functions for the longitudinal
and the vertical profile, the interpolation of the complete field
chart is determined by multiplying point by point the longitudi-
nal and vertical interpolations, as stated in (7). The so obtained
interpolated field chart is compared with the original one in
Fig. 8.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the interpolated chart does not
exactly reproduce the original chart. The form of interpolation
used, by multiplying two perpendicular profiles, does not allow
reproducing some variations of the chart, such as the local
maximum observed in the upper left of Fig. 8(a).

However, the overall variation of the field is reproduced
adequately. When calculating the induced voltage in the re-
ceiving antenna by means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, a
reproduction of the original chart as that observed in Fig. 8 does
not produce significant error in the value of the voltage.
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Fig. 7. Interpolation of the Real(Hy) field component in the lateral face
yz_front at f= 15.37 MHz andφi = 30◦. (a) Longitudinal direction. (b) Vertical
direction.

2) Interpolation in the top face: According to Table I, four
field components (Ex, Ey, Hx, and Hy) must be interpolated
in the top face, which corresponds to the interpolation of eight
field charts, two for each field component, representing the real
and imaginary parts.

Unlike the lateral faces, the field charts of the top face do not
present independent variation in two perpendicular directions.
For this reason, the interpolation must be done as a function of
the two directions of variation of the face, “x” and “y.”

The field variation in the charts is approximated by the func-
tion ptop(x, y) as follows:

ptop (x, y) = a1 sin [k1 (cos θ1x+ sin θ1y) + φ1]

+ a2 sin [k2 (cos θ2x+ sin θ2y) + φ2] . (8)

There are eight coefficients to be determined in (8) to fit the
field chart: a1, k1, θ1, φ1, a2, k2, θ2, and φ2. To determine
the value of six of these eight coefficients (a1, k1, θ1, a2, k2, and
θ2) the 2-D Fourier transform of the field chart is computed. The
value of these six coefficients is extracted from the two highest
peaks of the Fourier transform. The remaining two coefficients
(φ1, φ2) are determined by means of an optimization process
aimed at improving the fitting of the field chart.

An example of interpolation in the top face is presented in
the following. The example is done for the real part of the

Fig. 8. Field charts of the Real(Hy) component in the lateral face yz_front at
f = 15.37 MHz and φi = 30◦. (a) Original chart. (b) Interpolated chart.

Hy component at a frequency of 14.21 MHz and an angle of
incidence φi = 30◦. The interpolated field chart obtained after
the optimization process of the fitting function in (8) is compared
to the original chart in Fig. 9.

The interpolated chart in Fig. 9(b) presents the same field vari-
ation of the original chart in Fig. 9(a), except for the attenuation
function observed in the incidence direction of the wave and
in the direction perpendicular to this incidence. The form of the
interpolation function in (8) does not consider these attenuations.
The incorporation of the attenuations to the interpolation model
increases the degree of complexity of it. This is not convenient
when considering that the objective is to predict the variation
of the interpolation coefficients in terms of different system
parameters. For this reason, it was decided to work with the
interpolation function in (8).

III. RESULTS

The objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of using an-
alytical expressions to approximate the field charts on each of
the faces of the Huygens surface and to calculate the voltage
induced on the receiving antenna from the reconstructed charts,
by means of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem.
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Fig. 9. Field charts of the Real(Hy) component in the top face xy_top at
f = 14.21 MHz and φi = 30◦. (a) Original chart. (b) Interpolated chart.

With this objective in mind, the field charts for the four lateral
faces and the top face were interpolated as described in the
previous section, for 20 frequencies equally spaced between 9
and 20 MHz. Subsequently, the interpolated charts were used to
calculate the voltage induced on the receiving antenna by means
of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem (4). The physical parameters
of the simulated geometry are the same of that presented in
Section II.

The magnitude of the induced current at the antenna port
computed from the interpolated charts is compared with that
computed from the original charts in Fig. 10.

The induced current calculated from the interpolated charts
fits properly that calculated from the original charts. The dif-
ferences between the two curves are due to the approximation
error made when reconstructing the charts from the analytical
expressions. However, this error is tolerable if it is considered
that for the final computation of the sea clutter, the sum of the
currents induced by all the sea patches is required. The number
of sea patches for a surveillance area of 300 km × 1 km is in the
order of 30 000. Therefore, the errors made in the calculation
of the current induced by a patch are compensated by doing the
summation on such a large number of patches.

To simplify the calculation of the fields that take part in the
Lorentz reciprocity theorem (4), it is convenient to replace the
transmitting and receiving monopole antennas by plane wave

Fig. 10. Magnitude of the induced current computed from the original and the
interpolated charts, for incidence angle φi = 30◦.

Fig. 11. Field charts of the Real(Hy) component in the front face yz_front at
f= 14.50 MHz andφi = 45◦. (a) Antenna excitation. (b) Plane wave excitation.

sources. Considering that the field radiated by a monopole in
the far field region can be approximated by a plane wave, the
resulting field charts on the faces of the Huygens surface should
not change much if the excitation is done with monopole anten-
nas or plane waves. To verify this assumption, in Figs. 11 and 12,
the field charts produced by these two excitations are compared,
for the components Real(Hy) and Real(Ez), respectively. These
charts correspond to the front face yz_front, at the frequency of
14.50 MHz, for an angle of incidence φi = 45◦.
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Fig. 12. Field charts of the Real(Ez) component in the front face yz_front at
f= 14.50 MHz andφi = 45◦. (a) Antenna excitation. (b) Plane wave excitation.

Although the field charts compared in Figs. 11 and 12 are
not exact, they do present a high similarity, especially in the
region of positive y, which corresponds to the region on which
the transmitted wave strikes the Huygens surface (see Fig. 2).
In the region of negative y, the dominant fields are no longer
those due to the transmitted wave, but those diffracted by the
sea patch.

Despite the differences in the field charts, to verify if the
antennas can be replaced by plane wave sources, we proceed
to calculate the induced current, by means of the Lorentz reci-
procity theorem. This is done from the field charts in the five
faces of the Huygens surface, for the cases of excitation with
antenna and plane wave, for 20 frequencies between 9 and
20 MHz. The results are presented in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 13, it is confirmed that for purposes of induced current
calculation, the excitation by antenna is practically equivalent
to the excitation by plane wave. Significant differences are
observed only at two frequencies, 15.6 and 17.8 MHz. However,
these differences fall within the range of tolerable error that is
compensated when summing the voltages induced by all sea
patches.

Finally, to validate the proposed method of sea clutter com-
putation, the Doppler spectrum is calculated for a sea surface
in motion. The sea surface height follows a Jonswap spectrum
[28] with wind direction θ0 = 10° and Beaufort scale 4 with

Fig. 13. Magnitude of the induced current computed with plane wave and
antenna excitation, for incidence angle φi = 45◦.

wind friction velocity uf = 19 cm/s. The Doppler spectrum is
calculated as the Fourier transform of the voltage at the receiving
antenna, and in turn, this voltage is calculated by means of
the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, as presented previously. The
calculation is made for the monostatic case at a frequency
fr = 15MHz. The analyzed sea surface is a 256 m × 256 m
patch.

The size of the surface was chosen by considering that it
must be large enough to be statistically representative of the
sea state. This means that two different realizations of the sea
surface must be similar from a statistical point of view [27].
Intuitively a surface with size of some wavelengths is needed.
This size corresponds to a region of strong correlation. To ensure
the statistical representativeness of the sea surface, an analysis
of two characteristic statistical properties of a rough surface is
done in [27]. These properties are the correlation length (Lc)
and the mean square height (hrms). In [27], Lc is calculated
for a sea surface with JONSWAP spectrum, with Beaufort 4
sea state and wind friction velocity uf = 19 cm/s at 15 MHz,
and the convergence of hrms is evaluated as a function of the
surface size. After this analysis, it is found that the minimum
dimensions of the sea surface, to be statistically representative,
are 180 m × 180 m. The size of the surface to be simulated was
chosen in 256 m × 256 m in order to facilitate the calculation of
the fast Fourier transform (FFT), having a number of points that
are power of 2. The FFT is necessary at the time of calculating
the rough surface from its JONSWAP spectrum.

The temporal evolution of the sea surface is observed in time
steps dt = 0.25 s, during a total time of 75 s, which implies the
simulation of 300 sea surfaces to obtain the voltage induced
on the antenna in each time step. The waves of the sea surface
propagate toward the antenna. The obtained Doppler spectrum
is presented in Fig. 14.

As shown in Fig. 14, the Bragg ray appears at fB = +0.39Hz,
as expected for a surface propagating toward the antenna at a
frequency fr = 15MHz, considering (9), presented in [27].

fB ≈ 0.1
√

fr [MHz]. (9)

In [27] a Doppler spectrum is computed for a sea surface with
the same characteristics of that simulated in Fig. 14, except for
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Fig. 14. Doppler spectrum for a Jonswap sea surface (θ0 = 10°,
uf = 19 cm/s) of 256 m × 256 m in the monostatic case, fr = 15MHz, dt =
0.25 s, observation time 75 s, propagation toward the antenna.

the dimensions, which are not 256 m × 256 m but 180 m ×
180 m. In spite of this difference, the spectrum of Fig. 14 is very
similar to that of [27], especially in the position of the Bragg ray
at 0.39 Hz. However, in the spectrum of [27], there are strong
components at 0 Hz, which are not observed in Fig. 14. These
fictitious components are attributed in [27] to the smoothing
of the borders of the simulated sea surface. Therefore, these
components are numerical artifacts and they are nonphysical. It
is the consequence of the surface truncation. Since the truncated
region does not move, a Doppler is numerically observed at 0 Hz.
The smoothing of the borders is also done on the sea surface
simulated in Fig. 14, as given by the sine-squared and cosine-
squared functions of (2) and (3). In spite of such smoothing,
the spectrum of Fig. 14 does not have the components at 0 Hz
reported in [27]. It indicates that the proposed method for the
computation of the induced voltage does not generate fictitious
0-Hz components, in opposition to the method used in [27],
which is the method of integral equations solved by the method
of moments.

In this way, the computation method of the voltage induced on
the receiving antenna is validated. This method is what allows
to characterize the sea clutter, by adding the voltages induced
by all the patches.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article shows the validation of the procedure for calculat-
ing the induced current on the receiving antenna of an HFSWR
from the fields diffracted by each sea patch. Additionally, the
diffracted field charts on the Huygens surface have been modeled
by simple analytical expressions. It has also been shown that the
fields reconstructed through these expressions allow calculat-
ing the induced current with an acceptable error and that the
transmitting and receiving antennas can be replaced by plane
wave sources, to simplify the calculation of the radiated fields.
The computation procedure of the induced voltage has been
satisfactorily applied for the calculation of the Doppler spectrum
of a Jonswap sea surface in motion. To do this, the induced
voltage has been computed in 300 simulations representing the
state of the sea surface at each observed time step.

As future work, multiple simulations are planned for different
values of the following system parameters: frequency, magni-
tude of the wind vector, wind direction, and azimuthal angle of
the incident wave. The magnitude of the wind vector establishes
the amplitude of the sea waves and the wind direction translates
into a direction of sea wave propagation. After performing these
simulations, the diffracted field charts can be modeled through
the expressions presented in this article. The variation of the
coefficients of these expressions will be analyzed as a function
of each system parameter, in order to fit a metamodel to that
variation. Once this metamodel is adjusted, the field charts can
be calculated for any value of the system parameters. In this
way, it will be possible to calculate the total induced current on
the receiving antenna, obtained from the sum of all the currents
induced by each sea patch.
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